WELCOME TO WEST RUN WOODS TRAILS

CODE OF CONDUCT

RESPECT EACH OTHER
/ Share the trail
/ Stay in control
/ Use friendly communication
/ Yield appropriately

RESPECT THE LAND
/ Follow signs
/ Pack out all belongings and trash

RESPECT THE TRAIL
/ Ride dirt, not mud
/ Appropriate protective gear is strongly recommended
/ Stay on trails. No building or altering trails.

RECREATE AT YOUR OWN RISK
/ This trail is unsupervised. Riders are responsible for their own safety. Be vigilant for natural and man-made hazards.
/ Trail closures and construction are ongoing
/ WVU holds no responsibility for injuries, damage or theft

GRAVITY TRAILS
Bike specific trails that are single direction and feature rollers, jumps, berm for kids, rock gardens, elevated ramps, and drops. Pedestrian use is discouraged. Follow indicated direction.

SHARED USE TRAILS
Shared-use trails accommodate walkers, runners, cyclists, and class 1 ebikes. Cyclists should yield to pedestrians on shared use trails.

GRavity Trails
- Gravity Trail (Single direction, Follow Arrow)
- Shared Use Trail (Cyclists Yield)
- Easier
- Easier-Intermediate
- Intermediate
- Intermediate-Expert
- Advanced difficulty trail with steeper grades, varying surface, rocks, natural and manmade obstacles, elevated features, berm, jumps. Tread may be very narrow.
- Very Difficult
  Extremely difficult trail. Advanced riding skills required. Trail may not be continuously rideable or walkable and air time may be required.

For Additional Information:
trails.wvu.edu
mambawv.org/get-involved-with-mamba

Open year round, sunrise to sunset

EMERGENCY
In Case of Emergency:
/ Stay calm
/ Call 911
/ Location: 1199 Poultry Farm Road, Morgantown, WV Waypoint 001

Trail Descriptions
- W2W: Easy, short descending trail for mountain bikes w/ramps, bermed turns and opportunities for 60 – 250 ft.
- Quick Loop: Shortest return trail no hills after Turbo Trail – .25 mi.
- Turbo Trail: Shared-use trail w/ Hills, berms, tight switchbacks and narrow tread. Clockwise travel recommended for pedestrians, counter-clockwise for bikers. – 2.00 mi.

Key:
- Parking
- Hospital
- You are here
- Property Line
- Gravity Trail (Single direction, Follow Arrow)
- Shared Use Trail (Cyclists Yield)
- Easier
- Easier-Intermediate
- Intermediate
- Intermediate-Expert
- Trail Hubs

This trail is brought to you by the Outdoor Economic Development Collaborative along with its partners: WVU’s Davis College and Morgantown Area Mountain Biking Association

No Motorized Vehicles Except Class 1 Ebikes

This trail is brought to you by the Outdoor Economic Development Collaborative along with its partners: WVU’s Davis College and Morgantown Area Mountain Biking Association

INTERESTED IN VOLUNTEERING?
iserve.wvu.edu